ENVIPCO Announces Change in Shareholding
Envipco Holding N.V., a public listed company on the NYSE Euronext Brussels
“ENVI” and a global provider of recycling systems and solutions to the beverage
and retail industries, announces changes in its shareholdings.
Alexandre Bouri has exercised his option to buy back 600,000 shares in Envipco Holding
N.V. (representing 22.12 % of the total issued shares) from GD Env LLC, a company
beneficially owned by Douglas Poling, at a price of €4 per share as per the original
agreement dated 19 December 2011. After this transaction Mr. Bouri’s ownership is
increased to 66.67%.
GD Env LLC ownership in Envipco Holding N.V. shall now be reduced from 26.54% to
4.42% of the total issued shares.

ABOUT ENVIPCO HOLDING N.V.
Envipco Holding N.V. (Envipco), www.envipco.com, is a Netherlands-based holding company listed on
NYSE Euronext Brussels “ENVI”. Envipco, with operations in several countries around the globe, is a
recognized leader in the development and operation of reverse vending machines (RVMs), automated
technological systems for the recovery of used beverage containers. Envipco’s turnkey solutions cover
all aspects of beverage container recycling - from recovery, validation, compaction, sorting,
transportation and logistics, to accounting for every container, to recycling and processing used
beverage containers to prepare for conversion into new containers and consumer products. Known for
its innovative technology and market leadership, Envipco holds several intellectual property rights for
RVM systems, including but not limited to beverage refund deposit markings, material type
identification, compaction and accounting. It also owns and operates the largest independent bottle to
bottle PET recycling plant in Europe.

For further information please contact: Gool Santchurn at +1 203 720 4059
gools@envipco.com
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